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Abstract

The importance of English in Foreign Language learning has been widely accepted in recent years and the English language is now well established as an international language. There is a growing significance of foreign language in education. As English has been widely used internationally, many people are interested in English and prefer learning English. When it is considered in public schools, English teaching has become more intense in school curricula. There are many barriers in language teaching in from primary education to higher education. One of the most important barriers in foreign language teaching is crowded especially over crowded classes. In crowded classes, classroom management, getting results from language approaches becomes difficult. In addition to this, a small number of class hours per week is another barrier in language teaching. The purpose of this study is to examine this issue and to examine the question of how language teaching is handled in these crowded classes and what different activities are useful to apply. If the educators are unable to change the classroom order, what are the appropriate language activities and how to apply them.
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1. Introduction

A class is referred to as overcrowded when the actual number of students surpasses the expectation in the teacher or lecturer’s contract. Pre-kindergarten classes are required to have 18 or fewer students; kindergarten classes are set at 25, grades one through six are set at 32. College classes are set at between 30 and 33, and high school are set at 34. Therefore any class that is above average of 30 is overcrowded. In today’s world, it is not uncommon to see classes with 40, 50, 60 and 70 students. The quality of education is reduced and the whole essence of learning is jeopardized with such overcrowded classes. In this paper, we look at the problems of overcrowded classes and its implications, we examine up to the technologies that are being used to manage classrooms, we look at pairing and group work to encourage cooperative learning, teaching experience in large classes and the conditions for learning English language in large classes.

1.1 Overcrowded Classrooms

Most people disregard the fact that “crowded” and “overcrowded” concepts are not the same. Classes bigger than 25 usually do not give students and instructors the chance to engage literary texts through concerns, conversation, and writing. Overcrowding occurs when the number of students is more than the space in room. The high amounts of learners in one single class inhibits instructors from training efficiently and learners from learning effortlessly. Quite simply, when we say overcrowded we mean it is exaggerating, it is beyond the means. Otherwise, it might not be an issue. Throughout this paper, the definition of overcrowded and large classes are utilized interchangeably to refer an university language course contains 50-60 students which pose genuine challenge the delivery of knowledge and learning to all students.

1.2 Problems and Implications of Overcrowded Classes

Teaching in a classroom that is overcrowded be disco uraging, overwhelming, and stressful. A classroom that is full, faces challenges that can feel nearly impossible to conquer, even towards the most effective teachers there is not enough of the trained instructor to go around. Pupils perform better when the instructor can offer one on a single or little team instruction on a regular basis (Makielski, 2018). This becomes increasingly difficult to do as classroom size increases.

A teacher passes knowledge to everybody. Each student has his own way in internalizing the foreign language
through the teachers' explanations. In big classes, it is difficult to establish an interaction that is sufficient for all students due to the overwhelming amount of pupils. Challenges such as monitoring attendance, checking assignments, maintaining control, checking comprehension, and many more are typical issues worrying language instructors involved in big class teaching. Opposite to the various opinions on the definitions of big classes, many scientists agree in terms of dilemmas associated with training overcrowded classes. Big classes are seen as common problems including: the physical environment associated with the classroom, the matter of management, engaging students into the learning process, difficulties of assessing students' knowledge and feedback, as well as the problem of teaching resources.

Overcrowding increases classroom discipline dilemmas. More students offer more opportunities for personality conflicts, stress, and basic behavior that is disruptive. Perhaps the most useful teachers battle to manage a classroom that is overcrowded and will end up spending more time managing their class than they do training (May 2018).

1.2.1 Inability to Assess Student’s Knowledge and Feedback

Struggling students fall further behind. Average and unhealthy pupils will struggle even more to advance in a full class. These pupils need more direct instruction, one-on-one instructional time, and minimal distractions to maximize their learning potential. In big classes, the possibilities that lots of pupils can complete a term or semester of research without experiencing good conversation with the tutor is quite high. The evaluation procedure is significantly different in big to the small classes. The interaction between teachers and students through spoken or written feedback produces higher students’ gains due to increased retention, greater scholastic accomplishment, development of critical reasoning and having greater aspirations”. The absence of such personalized feedback reduces their chances of attaining meaningful outcomes for many students. As a result, this could easily lead to dropping out, bad performance, noncompletion, and reducing their inspiration to master. With a large class, instructors aren’t able to evaluate students’ work continuously (Leah, 2018).

1.2.2 Management Issue

Classroom management refers to all of the things that a teacher does to organize student’s space, time, and materials so that learning can take place. Some students benefit from the large number of students and escape from the lecture without notice. Such students photocopy lecture notes from their colleagues instead of attending themselves. Thus, overcrowding resulted in a high rate of absenteeism among students and teachers.

For instance, if the students are too many, they make a loud noise and consequently, the teacher cannot control them. The overall noise level is increased. It is an expected outcome whenever there is a boost in the number of students within the classroom. Louder classrooms translate to distractions making it more difficult for students to understand as well as for instructors to show (Makielski, 2018).

1.2.3 The General Setting

The general setting plays a key role to promote effective learning. Some individuals give no value towards the real setting of the classroom from teaching effectively until they encounter problems. Classrooms with large numbers of desks and chairs often prevent instructors from doing the kind of interactive tasks that they wish to do”. There are some key problems. One of them is a limited space classroom with a potential of student increase. Secondly, teachers cannot monitor groups when there is no room to walk around the room and cheating becomes a problem when you cannot be everywhere and consequently students lose concentration and don’t comprehend their lessons. Consequently, it is vital to identify that the environment that will influence the way instructors and students think and act. Instructor anxiety is increased, often leading to instructor burnout. More students translate to more stress. Numerous and exceptional instructors are opting to go out of the career they deal with on a daily basis because it is not worth the stresses — absence of personal connections. Teachers would not get to know other pupils well, and the right time these people were in a position to invest in each pupil individually would have reduced (Makielski, 2018).

1.3 Teaching Large Classes

Probably one of the most issues voiced by language instructors is how exactly to keep their classroom disciplined in classes with significant enrollments and how to grade large volumes of written work. Instructors can relieve those nagging dilemmas using some strategies. In the first place, teachers should earn some efforts to learn the real names of their students. It is tough to keep in mind all students’ names. One way that is simple would be to have the pupils say their names if they ask a question. Also, the instructor can ask pupils to have a valid title card that they show in their front. Second, establishing ground rules, instructors find it advantageous to set rules on the first day of lecture. Abiding by these rules by both instructors and pupils will encourage students
to be engaged large classes are always a big concern. It may be essential to separate students into groups to complete grammar exercises. This may decrease the range documents teachers must correct. Second, for several written works, it may be essential to have each student go through the means of self-editing and one or two rounds of peer editing before turning in the paper. This decreases the quantity of written assessment that the instructor needs to provide.

1.3.1 Fostering Active Learning

Keeping learners engaged through the whole program is perhaps not an easy task especially when the wide range of learners is beyond the standard that is normal. Giving students time to remember what they learned by stopping lecturing every fifteen minutes is an effective strategy. Furthermore, welcoming them to write questions or reviews on index cards and let them have to the instructor by the end of class is a fantastic strategy. Think-Pair-Share is an ice-breaking that is a good ideal for big classes. The teacher asks the whole class, then gives them a few moments to think, then group them, and they discuss with each other. Finally, invite students to talk about reactions. In this full situation, students could be more open to being involved in future class talks.

Another strategy is certainly one-moment paper. The instructor asks pupils to take a sheet out of paper as well as for 1 minute, summarizes details of lecture or notes any specific points of the lecture. Then, the teacher gathers the papers and makes use of feedback to target problem areas. This will help assess the student’s comprehension and locate the problems that are potential.

1.3.2 Using up to Date Technologies

1.3.2.1 Video Conferencing Technology

Distance learning technology in the classroom enables educators to do more with less. For schools working with increasingly shrinking budgets and overcrowded classrooms, it may be the solution that is comprehensively increasing education in every school or university campuses. Video conferencing technology provides students with the ability to connect to other pupils, guest lecturers, specialists, and instructors across multiple campuses if not one other part worldwide (Cornelius, 2013). Educators can achieve more pupils by training and interacting with them in numerous areas, and rural schools could offer classes that are previously unavailable. Students may also collaborate with other students and talk to experts in other countries. Video conferencing technology in the classroom may not be compact and mobile like their smartphones or iPads, but it will still create well experienced which will get student excited and involved as ever (Candarli & Yuksel, 2012). Exactly What pupil would not be delighted about touring a place or chatting along with their buddies in Asia?

1.3.2.2 Virtual Reality

Digital reality may be used in classrooms to boost pupil learning and engagement. VR can transform the way academic content is delivered; it works by creating the premise of making a virtual world — real or imagined — and allows users to interact with it. Being immersed in what motivates a great learning environment. It will require a less cognitive load to process the info (Jovanne, 2018).

Here are a few properties that make VR so powerful for education.

1.3.2.2.1 Learn by Doing

It is a fact that is well-known people learn best by doing; however, if one inspects modern education, then one will see how small learning takes place by doing. Students are focused on reading directions rather than with them in practice.

VR offers an experienced anchor towards the instruction. With VR, learners are motivated to discover for themselves. Pupils have a chance to discover by doing things instead of by reading a book (Kendric, 2018) — a medicine that is virtual where there’s no danger of things going incorrect.

1.3.2.2.2 Emotional Reaction

Visceral reactions from what we are experiencing are fundamental to forming memories. VR makes it simple to engage students each time making their experiences unforgettable.

The emotional connections students make with learning during Virtual Reality increase their excitement and help them remember details that are different.

1.3.2.2.3 Visual Learning

Many people are visual learners — VR is this combined group of learners. Rather than reading about things, pupils can see the things they are learning. To be able to visualize functions that are complex mechanisms means they are simpler to understand.
1.3.2.2.4 Group Learning
Several of the essential knowledge we acquire does not come from what we hear from lecturers, but rather from collegiality and debate. VR provides the option making learning experiences social by permitting students to keep in touch with each other. Using avatars and mapped expressions that are facial people can come together to discuss, synthesize, and study from the other person.

1.3.2.2.5 Distance Learning
VR we can bridge the space between educators and learners. With VR, distance education tools can put educators and pupils together in the room that is same electronic representations of themselves — teachers can teleport into the VR world and guide students through their experiences.

1.3.3 Using Pairing and Group Work to Encourage Cooperative Learning
Cooperative training is especially very therapeutic for any pupil learning a language that is second. Cooperative training activities promote peer conversation, which assists the development of language and also the learning of principles and content (Shaw, 2018).

There are a few popular strategies that can be used with all pupils to learn content (such as science, mathematics, social studies, language arts, and foreign languages). Nonetheless, they have been especially beneficial to ELLs for learning English and content at the same time. Most of these strategies are especially useful in teams of four;

1.3.3.1 Round Robin
Present a category (such as “Names of Mammals”) for discussion. Make students take turns going around the group and naming items which fit the category.

1.3.3.2 Roundtable
Found a category (such as words that start with “b”). Have students take turns writing one term at the same time.

1.3.3.3 Writearound
For imaginative writing or summary, offer a sentence starter (for example: If you give an elephant a cookie, he will ask for...). Ask all learning students in each team to finish that phrase. Then, they pass their paper towards the right, see the one they received, and put in a sentence compared to that one. After having a few rounds, four great tales or summaries emerge. Provide kiddies time and energy to add a conclusion and edit their favourite with all the course.

1.3.3.4 Numbered Heads Together
Ask pupils to total down within their groups from a single to four. Announce question and a period restriction. Students place their minds together to create an answer. Call the right quantity and have all students with that number to face and answer the question (Kilic, 2014). Recognise correct responses and elaborate through rich conversations.

1.3.3.5 Team Jigsaw
Assign each student in a group 1 / 4 of a web page to see from any text (e.g. a social studies text), or 1 / 4 of the subject to investigate or memorize. Each student completes his / her assignment after which shows others or helps to put together a united group item by contributing a piece of the puzzle.

1.3.3.6 Tea Party
Pupils form two concentric groups or two lines dealing with each other. Ask questions (on any content), and students discuss the response with the student dealing with them. After 1 minute, the surface circle or one line moves towards the right in order that students have to brand new lovers. Then pose a question for them to talk about. Continue with five or more concerns. For a small variation, pupils can write questions on cards to examine for the test through this “Tea Party” technique. After every learning, there is a cooperative activity to debrief all the kiddies by asking questions such as just what was the study on this task? How was the feeling using teammates? Do you improve working together if we do this again, how will?

1.4 Experiencing Teaching in Large Classes
Teaching a large class poses numerous challenges, both inside and out of the class. In the classroom, high enrollments can market student disengagement and emotions of alienation that may erode students’ feeling of obligation and result in habits that both show and promote lack of engagement (McGee & Weimer, 1988). Logistics can be a challenge whenever teaching a large class. Massive courses have grading problems familiar to teachers across a selection of disciplines. On the one hand, we do not wish to have a lot of graded projects
ourselves down with incessant grading that we bog. On the other hand, we do wish to have sufficient assessments; we have a fair grading system for our students and ourselves (Richard, 2018).

Cheating is widespread in college courses big and small; however, in massive courses, it may be especially challenging to identify cheating when it occurs. That is because we are grading this type of high number of exams, essays, and assignments that the sort of careful analysis often essential to identify cheaters is more difficult. We might perhaps not understand our students and their activities as well, and it is that knowledge that typically assists university trainers in identifying cheating when it is taking place (White, 1974). As anyone who has proctored an exam for 100+ pupils can attest, it can be extremely tough to maintain with everything that’s going on inside our little city-sized courses (White, 1974).

2. Ideal Conditions to effective Language Learning in Classrooms

The conditions of English language learning depend on different academic institutions. This means that these conditions are not comparable because every country has their system of educational curriculum and needs. The essential requirements include motivation, class arrangement, syllabus design, and the experience of language and communication in the classroom (Heejung, 2014).

2.1 The Learning Process

To study a foreign or second language, learners need to practice it exceptionally usually. The more learners practice the four skills, the more they attain mastery of language learning. Every student must indeed be offered maximum possibility and sufficient time and energy to be exposed to language training performance. Foreign language exposure is essential for the practice of the four aspects of foreign language context i.e. reading, speaking, writing and listening (Stæhr, 2008).

2.2 Approaches to Teaching

Language may be the agent of any civilization or culture. Instructors teaching English should be modern and updated. Teaching is about creating possibilities for students to work on their understanding, to interact with new information. The core problem of language teaching is the ‘How,’ i.e., how exactly to teach languages? Every teacher needs their methods, especially when dealing with big classes. In universities, the trusted training technique remains the lecture technique, particularly in large classes (Stæhr, 2008). As a result, the relationship between the teacher and learners becomes more of lecturer-centered rather than student-centered approach. Instructors must use the most recent and effective communicative ways to show languages such as communicative language training, task-based language teaching, cooperative language learning, and content-based instruction.

2.2.1 Communicative Language Teaching (CLT)

CLT is a set of principles that guide how a student learn a language, the kinds of classroom activities that best facilitate learning, and the roles of teachers and learners in the classroom. Activities in CLB are numerous; they basically necessities information gap to be filled. For instance, role plays jigsaw activities, puzzles, games, map reading, dialogues, and many other tasks. The teacher facilitates the communicative process as well as acting as an independent participant within the learning-teaching group. One of the characteristic features of communicative language teaching is put emphasis on both the structural and real life situation characteristics of communication.

2.2.2 Task-Based language Teaching

A task is piece of classroom work that allow students to understand, manipulate, produce or interact in their target language with attention focused on mobilizing their grammatical knowledge in order to express meaning”. In task-based-learning “students are presented with a task they have to perform or a problem they have to solve”. Firstly, the teacher introduces his students to the topic using different ways such as reading part of a text as lead in to a task. After that, the task cycle phase students first perform the task in pairs or small groups. Second, they to plan how are they going to present what they achieved. Finally, they report to the whole class either orally or in writing. The last stage is language focus where students analyse specific features of any task they performed before or the teacher gives a practice focusing on some features of language.

2.2.3 Content-Based Instruction

Content-Based Instruction integrates the presentation of topics or tasks from subject matter classes (e.g., math, social studies) within the context of teaching of a foreign language. Language use draws on integrated skills. Students are engaged in tasks associated with the four skills. The use of media can enhance English learning; but this is not the case with large classes with restricted resources.
2.3 Using ICT in Teaching English to Large Classes

Making use of technology can play a vital role in presenting lectures. It encompasses various techniques that are useful for facilitating communication, for example, mobile phones, radio, video, television, computer systems, and satellite systems among others. Technology tools such as information projectors, overhead projectors, projection screens, sound system, computer and DVD player, control panel and wireless microphones make the training experience more fulfilling and exciting. Technology helps students to ask and responding to questions comfortably. ICT may contribute to great learning in large classes. Nonetheless, this technology could never replace the teacher (Muchlis, 2015). There is entirely no learning process without the teacher.

3. Conclusion

There is a continuous misconception about what a large class is. It is relative because it is difficult to specify. There are many challenges to large classes which causes problems in the teaching and learning process. However, teachers can see this as an opportunity to turn the challenge into solution by using strategies that will help them maximize learning in such large classes. These strategies are very effective and will allow the students and teachers to collaborate and learn effectively in the classroom.

Success is achieved in large classrooms when a high level of motivation and interest is given to a topic. Possessing an understanding of teaching approaches helps the teachers, and having adequate teaching resources such PPT, tape recorders etc. help enhance learners’ performance and produces a learning environment that is friendly.
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